In a brilliant, original rendition, "Monsters of the Gevaudan" revisits a spellbinding French tale that has captivated imaginations for over two hundred years, and offers the definitive explanation of the strange events that underlie this timeless story.In 1764 a peasant girl was killed and partially... 
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Monsters of the Gevaudan: The Making of a Beast
Reader's Opinions
In the wake of the Seven Years War, a seemingly unstoppable beast in on a rampage in the Massif Central region of France. It kills and devours shepherds (largely women and children) seemingly at will and with impunity. It strikes at multiple locations separated by miles of mountainous terrain almost simultaneously. It escapes local...
In the beginning the book does delve alot into the politics and religious aspects of this event mixed with facts about the attacks. But stick with it! After you get through that it pretty much sticks to the beast and the men hunting it....
